Design and analysis of gas ejector in high altitude test facility
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ABSTRACT

Usually ground testing of space engines is performed in a high altitude test facility. The facility is equipped with a supersonic diffuser that expels automatically engine gases to the atmospheric environment and maintains a vacuum pressure around its nozzle and motor. Normally; in the case of lower motor pressure, the supersonic flow in the diffuser could not be established. In this situation, an auxiliary ejector is employed frequently at the end section of the diffuser. In the present study, a new algorithm for designing the supersonic ejector has been proposed. Unlike conventional methods, this algorithm can be used with different primary and secondary fluids. The main design parameters are determined by the algorithm, while the secondary parameters are selected from the experimental test results of the existing references. A safe margin is considered for the safe operation of the ejector, which is predicted through the numerical simulations. Also, numerical simulation is used to verify the present design algorithm. Finally, using the proposed algorithm, an ejector is designed to reduce the minimum starting pressure of a second throat exhaust diffuser. An integrated simulation of the diffuser-ejector is performed and the appropriateness of the designed ejector is confirmed.
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1. Introduction

Space engines that are designed to operate at high altitude level frequently employ high expansion ratio nozzles to achieve best performance and maximum thrust. When such engines are tested at sea level, the accurate measurement of engine performance is not possible due to the massive flow separation at the divergent section of the nozzle. Therefore; high altitude test facility (HATF) is required to simulate altitude conditions in the sea level environment. This system consists of a diffuser with or without an auxiliary ejector [1]. Figure 1 schematically shows the central core of diffuser-ejector test facility. The system consists of supersonic diffuser, spray cooler and ejector. This study mainly focuses on ejector section.

![Figure 1. Schematic of an altitude test facility [2]](image)

The main purpose of the present research is to develop a new algorithm for designing a supersonic ejector in high altitude test facility application. Using this method gives us the ability to design ejectors for reducing minimum starting pressure of the diffuser in ground testing of low combustion pressures engines.

2. Design Methodology

The main assumption in ejector modeling is mixing of fluids, which takes place in constant pressure and in constant area region of the ejector. High pressure primary fluid expands with supersonic speed out of the primary nozzle and creates a very low pressure region at that region. This makes secondary fluid to be entrained to the mixing chamber. Expanded primary flow entrains secondary fluid in a converging path through mixing chamber. At some section along the ejector, the speed of secondary fluid rises to sonic velocity and the choking condition is reached. There is no mixing up to here, so gas dynamic relations are used separately for primary and secondary fluids. After this cross-section two flow streams are mixed completely in constant pressure. After that there is one single mixed fluid with new thermodynamic properties. Then a normal shock is assumed to be induced in flow. Further compression of flow to atmosphere pressure is achieved through divergent section of the ejector. Non-isentropic processes inside flow are modeled through considering different efficiency factors. Accurate efficiency factors must be measured by experiments. Considering some required changes in Huang et al [5] algorithm, it is necessary to develop and reconstruct the governing formulation to different primary (usually water vapor) and secondary (engine exit gases) fluids. In this research, a new algorithm is developed to extend the Huang algorithm for designing the supersonic ejector for HATF applications. The detailed explanations of the proposed algorithm are given in the full length paper.

3. Results and discussion

To validate the design algorithm, it is necessary to have the exact geometric features of an existing ejector. Unfortunately, such information is not available in existing resources. Therefore, the numerical simulation technique is used to verify the design algorithm. For confirmation of the utilized numerical simulation method, the comparison with experimental results is accomplished. To do this, the experimental work of Sridevarkul et al [7] is considered. Static pressure measurement for this ejector was carried out on the ejector wall from the nozzle outlet to the diffuser output (see Figure 2). As seen in the Figure 2, the most correspondence between numerical results and
experimental results is obtained for the $k\omega$–SST turbulence model. Therefore, this turbulence model is used to all of the numerical analysis in the present research.

At this step, the design of an ejector was performed to reduce the minimum starting pressure of an available diffuser to ground testing of an engine with lower combustion pressure. According to numerical simulations, the available diffuser minimum starting pressure is 23 bar. However, the engine combustion pressure is 11.5 bar. Therefore, the current task is to design an ejector that integrated diffuser-ejector assembly can be started at combustion pressure of 11.5 bar.

![Figure 2. Comparison of static pressure on ejector wall for some turbulence models and experiment data](image)

Figure 2. Comparison of static pressure on ejector wall for some turbulence models and experiment data

Figure 3 shows contours of Mach number for integrated assembly in which engine is OFF and ejector is ON. Since the engine is OFF and its flow-rate is zero, the ejector exit flow expands to the ejector wall and isolates the diffuser internal region from atmospheric environment. In practice, this technique is frequently used to pre-evacuation of the diffuser before starting the engine. With pre-evacuation, the diffuser reaches to starting condition at smaller starting time (see Fouladi et al 2018 [8]).

![Figure 3. Mach contour for engine OFF and ejector ON](image)

Figure 3. Mach contour for engine OFF and ejector ON

Figure 4 shows contours of Mach number for integrated assembly in which ejector is OFF and motor combustion pressure is set to 11.5 bar. Low Mach number at nozzle exit plane is originated from enormous flow separation at divergent section of the nozzle and subsequently the diffuser is not started.

![Figure 4. Mach contour for engine ON and ejector OFF](image)

Figure 4. Mach contour for engine ON and ejector OFF

Figure 5 shows contours of Mach number for integrated assembly in which both engine and ejector are in operating mode. The engine combustion pressure is 11.5 bar. Expanding engine jet up to the diffuser wall is a good sign to a started diffuser. As seen, both ejector and diffuser operate well in their started modes.

![Figure 5. Mach contour for both engine and ejector ON](image)

Figure 5. Mach contour for both engine and ejector ON

4. Conclusion

In the present work, a design algorithm was proposed to design of gas ejector suitable to high altitude test facilities. One of the features that distinguish this algorithm from similar one is its extended formulation for different primary and secondary fluids. Numerical simulation technique was used to validate design process. Using the developed code and one already available diffuser, an ejector was designed to reduce diffuser minimum starting pressure to a half value. The verification of current design algorithm was accomplished by numerical simulation of integrated diffuser-ejector assembly.
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